CONFORT VISUAL, EFICACIA TÉRMICA Y GRAN TRANSPARENCIA

- Transparency and visibility: 10% degree of opening, throughout the entire shade.
- Perfect sunlight management for north-facing facades.
- Highly efficient sunlight filter: 86% of the light is blocked (TV = 11%).
- A sustainable, 100% recyclable, environmentally friendly and health-friendly fabric.
- Air quality: colorless, VOC emission free (Greenguard Gold certified).
- Perfect roll, even in large sizes (250-300 cm in width).
- Resistant to extreme climate conditions (IMO) and chlorine.

CONFORT VISUEL ET EFFICACITÉ THERMIQUE D’UN TEXTILE SEMI-TRANSPARENT

- Transparence et visibilité maximum: 10% d’ouverture homogène.
- Parfaite gestion de la lumière pour les façades exposées Nord.
- Filtre lumineux très efficace: 89% de la lumière bloquée (TV = 11%).
- Tissu éco-conçu, respectueux de la santé et de l’environnement, 100% recyclable.
- Qualité de l’air : sans odeur, ne dégage pas de COV (certifié Greenguard Gold).
- Excellent enroulement même en grandes dimensions (largeur 250-300 cm).
- Résiste aux conditions météorologiques en milieux les plus extrêmes (IMO), résistance au chlore.

VISUAL COMFORT, THERMAL EFFICIENCY AND EXCELLENT TRANSPARENCY

- Transparency and visibility: 10% degree of opening, throughout the entire shade.
- Perfect sunlight management for north-facing facades.
- Highly efficient sunlight filter: 86% of the light is blocked (TV = 11%).
- A sustainable, 100% recyclable, environmentally friendly and health-friendly fabric.
- Air quality: colorless, VOC emission free (Greenguard Gold certified).
- Perfect roll, even in large sizes (250-300 cm in width).
- Resistant to extreme climate conditions (IMO) and chlorine.

COMFORT VISIVO, EFFICACIA TERMICA E GRANDE TRASPARENZA

- Trasparenza e visibilità: 10% di apertura omogenea.
- Perfetta gestione della luce per facciate orientate a nord.
- Filtraggio della luce molto efficace: 86% della luce bloccata (TV = 11%).
- Tessuto sostenibile, rispettoso della salute e dell’ambiente, 100% riciclabile.
- Qualità dell’aria: inodore, non rilascia COV (certificato Greenguard Gold).
- Avvolgimento perfetto anche per grandi dimensioni (larghezza 250-300 cm).
- Resistenza a condizioni meteorologiche estreme (IMO) e al cloro.
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White
Ref. 13002

White Pearl
Ref. 13027

Pearl Grey
Ref. 13071

Ash
Ref. 13099

Ebony
Ref. 13080

White Linen
Ref. 13220

Linen
Ref. 13020

Cinder
Ref. 13958

Pebble
Ref. 13959

Slate
Ref. 13957

Tobacco
Ref. 13069
The technical data above are average values with a +/- 5% tolerance. The values quoted above represent results of standards and internal tests performed and are provided for information only to enable to make the best use of our products. To ensure warranty effectiveness, refer to warranty certificate concerned available on demand. Our products are subjects to technical evolutions, we remain entitled to modify the characteristics of our products at any time. The buyer of our products is responsible for checking the validity of the above data.